
Stone Hou|e Day.
Showing several of America’s olde… private homes
FAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAAAG

“Hou|e”? …“Olde…”?
What’s with that oddly-misplaced “f ” chara^er?

Isn’t that a typo? …Shouldn’t that be an “s”?
Just FYI, here’s the answer: It is an “s”.

Welcome to the 1700’s. The typeface that was used for the Stone House Day tickets is a 
faithful recreation of the type that was created by William Caslon in England in 1722. It was 
widely used throughout this country for early printing. It has been shown here with slight 

imperfe^ions, including some misaligned chara^ers, to more faithfully recreate the common printing of the 
day. The wording is also intended to be slightly archaic by today’s standards.

The tickets feature long “s” chara^ers (and “sh”, “ss”, and “st” combination chara^ers, called s-ligatures), 
which were rigorously used for all of the printing of the day. A long “s” [| ] may look to our modern-day eye 
rather like an “f ”, although they are truly separate and distin^ chara^ers—notice that the crossbar doesn’t 
extend through the chara^er on a long “s”.

The first book in this country to not use the long-s chara^er was John Bell’s “Shakespeare,” published in 
1785. Usage of this “27th letter of the alphabet” slowly declined throughout the 1800’s.

The decline was not universally accepted, however. Many printers refused to drop this chara^er, primarily 
because they had already invested in a large sele^ion of lead type with that chara^er. Furthermore, if they were 
to stop using the long-s chara^ers, they would need perhaps three times as many standard-“s” chara^ers—they 
would run out. Many printers were unwilling to make that investment until the type eventually wore out.

Others fought on the basis of style. One outspoken proponent of the continued use of the long-s chara^er 
was Benjamin Franklin. Although he was noted as a scientist, a statesman, and a writer, he most enjoyed his 
career as a printer. He spoke out strongly against the notion of dropping the long-s chara^er, saying that drop-
ping it would make a printed page “too even,” and that the printed page would lose all of its chara^er and per-
sonality. He compared it to cutting o< men’s noses to make them all look alike. But ultimately, Franklin lost.

A long-s, by the way, is never used at the end of a word, which is why you also see some standard “s” chara^ers 
on the tickets. See other usage rules for long-s chara^ers and ligatures on the other side of this page.

As a sidenote, the borders on the Stone House Day tickets are also purposely a bit inaccurate, as was typical 
of older printing. They were a^ually scanned from a 1906 publication (yes, modern!), and reworked to fit the 
dimensions of these tickets.

f=“f ”    |=“s”    f=“f ”    |=“s”    ¬=“sh”    ß=“ss”    …=“st”
—Jon McGrew, Typographic Historian, Kingston; July 2006

A Look at Colonial Printing:



Proper usage of long-s chara^ers and ligatures:
FAAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAAAG
1. The long s [“| ” ] is used in place of a lowercase s.  However,
 (a)  never use the long s at the end of a word or immediately before an 

apostrophe.
 (b)  never use the long s immediately before an f (e.g., transfer).
 (c)  never use the long s immediately after an f (e.g., o<set).
 (d)  never use the long s immediately before a b (e.g., husbandry).
 (e)  never use the long s immediately before a k (e.g., task).
2. Use a ligature wherever possible.
3.  Use the longest possible ligature (e.g., use = in |u=cient, not < followed by 

the letter i).
4.  If two ligatures would be of the same length,  use the one that comes earlier 

in the word (e.g., use ss followed by i in po||ible, not s followed by si).
5.  Only use a ligature containing the long s if a long s belongs in that location 

(e.g., use ss in nece||ary, but not in rece|s.)

Examples:
^ pra^ical exa^ obje^ion |e^ions dire^ions |ubtra^

 < o<ended o<set di<erent …a< e<e^ a<able

 fi find beneficial field deficient |uperficies confine

 fl chiefly refle^ flower flat fly rifling

 = |u=cient di=cult o=cers a=ance cha=ng mu=n

 > a>i^ ru>ed shu>e a>uent |a>ower |na>e

| ea|y |urvey pre|ent in|pe^s al|o u|es

¬ ¬ow ¬illing publi¬ cru¬ lord¬ip wa¬

~ curio~ty ~nce be~des bu~ne|s de~gn con~der

|l a|leep |lope |luice tran|late |light i|le

|| nece||ary gro||ly a||ign pa||ing po||e|s le||er

… fir… …retch in…rument mo… wa…e di…ance
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Ü Note:  The f-ligatures (<, fi, fl, =, >) are still in very common usage today in proper printing.
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